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A b s t m c t  

When a short (mm-length) bunch with high (nC- 
regime) charge is transported through a magnetic 
bending system, self-interaction via coherent syn- 
chrotron radiation and space charge may cause emit- 
tance growth. Earlier we studied analytically the 
shielded transient self-interaction of a rigid-line bunch 
entering from a straight path to a circular orbit, and 
estimated the concomitant emittance degradation in 
parts of Jefferson Lab's infrared freeelectron laser (IR- 
FEL). In this paper, we generalize our earlier results 
by calculating the curvatureinduced steady-state lon- 
gitudinal wakefield on particles with transverse offsets 
from the design orbit. RRcent progress in developing 
a self-consistent siwdation are also presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
For short bunches with high charge, the curvature 
effect on the bunch self-interaction as it traverses 
through a magnetic bend, by way of 'coherent syn- 
chrotron radiation (CSR) and the space-charge force, 
may cause serious emittance 
papers we explored analytic 
self-interaction of a rigid-line bunch entering from a 
straight path to a circular orbit [l], and estimated the 
concomitant emittance degradation in parts of the Jef- 
ferson Lab IRFEL [2]. In this paper, we generalize our 
earlier results by calculating the steady-state longitu- 
dinal wakefield on particles with transverse offset from 
the design orbit. We also report our recent progress in 
developing a self-consistent simulation, including both 
transverse and longitudinal beam dynamics, that in- 
corporates a viable algorithm for calculating the CSR 
force by way of a macroparticle model. 

2 OFF-AXIS LONGITUDINAL 
WAKEFIELD 

We begin by studying the freespace steady-state lon- 
gitudinal wakefield generated by a rigid-line bunch on 
particlea with transverse ofbets. Consider a line bunch 
orbiting an arc of radius p with angular frequency WO, 
carrying along an electromagnetic field moving with 
the same a n m ' h q u e n c y  as the bunch. For the 
field emitted by a "source" electron S' on the bunch 
with space-time coordinate (p,O',t') to reach an off- 
axis "observer" electron S at (r, 8, t ) ,  causality requires 

with p = wop/c, A6 = 8 - V .  For the bunch center 
at angle wot, we define 4 = 8 - w o t ,  4' = 8' - wot' ;  
consequently the Xngular distance between S and S' 
in the bunch frame is A$ = $ - 4'. Let n be the 
unit vector from S' to S, e; be the longitudinal unit 
vector at S', and eg be the longitudinal vector at S. 
We then define $ = L(n,eg), and 8 = L(n,ei),  which 
is the angle of the radiation flux vector from S' to S 
with respect to the center of the radiation cone emitted 
from S'. It can be shown that 8 and $ are related to 
A6 by 

(2) 

$J = sin-l[(p - rco~AO)/Rl, (3) 

sin-'[(. COS A8 - p)/R] (T 2 p) 
sin-'[(p - rcosA8)/R] (r < p) ' 0 = {  

which implies 11, = A 8 + 8  for r 2 p and 11, = A8- 
8 for r < p. The longitudinal force on S from S' 
is Eeo = -sin+, where P ( 0 )  is the radiation 
power at S from S' 131. The functional dependence of 
Ego on A$ can be obtained by combining Eqs. (l), 
(2) and (3). For r > p, the radiation from S' to S 
is strongest when 8 = 0, or when A8 = Adrn with 
cosA8, = p/r. For a given transverse offset 2 = 
r - p, one can replace Eq. (1) with A8 = A8, and get 
the longitudinal displacement of S' which gives the 
strongest radiation on S: 

A& II -0.94(~//1)~" ( ~ / p  >> rW2)* (4) 

For r < p, S is in the inner side of the design or- 
bit. In this case I3q. (2) shows that the bigger the 
magnitude of lzl/p, the further S is away from the 
center of the radiation cone and the smaller field it 
experiences. The maximum P(8)  occurs at minimum 
8 when d6/dA8l~g,=o, or COS8m = 1 - l ~ l / p ;  how- 
ever, this corresponds to $m = 0, and consequently 
Ego = 0. The maximum of Ego can be determined 
from the interplay of P ( 8 )  and sin$. In addition, it 
is interesting to note that from Eq. (1) one has 

dlA$/dA821Ae=Ag, = 0, (5 )  

which corresponds to the steep rise of the step- 
function-like behavior of A8(A$). 

The longitudinal field E g  on S from the whole bunch 
is the superposition of single-particle fields Ego gener- 
ated from sources all over the bunch. For a Gaussian 
line-bunch, the wakefields versus 8 = pq5 for typical 
Jefferson Lab IRFEL parameters are plotted in Fig. 
1. From this plot, one finds that in comparison with 
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Figure 1: Free-space steady-state longitudinal wake- 
field generated by a Gaussian linebunch with p = 1 
m, = 1 mm and I peak = 36 A, measured at various 
transverse offsets. 

the on-axis wakefields, wak&elds for positive offsets 
have negative peaks bigger in magnitude and shifted 
toward the tail of the bunch. Although wakefields with 
negative offsets aredpo shifted toward the tail of the 
bunch, they are smaller in magnitude compared to the 
on-axis wak&+ds. Notice in Fig. 1 the negative peaks 
for x > 0 appear at s = pA$m as predicted by Eq. (4). 
This is because for x > 0, the field emitted by 4' = 0, 
where the source particles have the makimum density, 
is the strongest at 4 = A& given by Q. (4). All 
other features of E# in Fig. 1 can also be understood 
from the functional dependence Bf.&oa on Aq5. 

3 STATUS OF CSR SIMULATION 

Currently we are developing a two-dimensional (2D) 
self-consistent simulation that includes transverse- 
longitudinal self-interaction for a bunch transported 
through an optical system involving bends. To s u p  
press numerical noise, a bunch is simulated using 
a distribution of 2D disc-like macroparticles with 
macroparticle number and size chosen to ensure the 
continuity of the bunch-charge distribution. After a 
design orbit is established for a given lattice, the equa- 
tions of motion are solved for the transverse and longi- 
tudinal ofbets from the design orbit for the macropar- 
ticle centroids using the leap-frog method. The core 
of the simulation is to calculate correctly the force on 
each macroparticle due to CSR and space charge. For 
Gaussian-round 2D macroparticles, the force on a test 
macroparticle centered at (z, y, t) is: 
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Figure 2: The free-space steady-state longitudinal 
wakefield on macro-particles obtained from simulation, 
compared with the analytical result. Here 40 macro- 
particles are used with the ratio of the macro rms size 
to the bunch rms size being 0.4. 

where T&) = nm(Z' - ~ t ) ( t ' ) , g '  - gt)(t')) is the 
chargedensity function for the ith macroparticle, with 
rt)(t') = (xt)(t'),yt)(t')) the vector for its centroid 
when the field is emitted. In addition, um8 is the 
rms size of a macroparticle, N is the total number of 
macroparticles, R = (5-x', y-y'), R = IRI, n = R/R, 
P!) = dr!)(t')/cdt', with t' = t - R/c, and & = V/C 
refers to the test macroparticle on which the force is 
exerted. 

The freespace steady-state longitudinal wakefield 
generated by CSR for a rigid-line bunch in a bend is 
well known and can be used to benchmark the above 
macro-particle algorithm. For this purpose, we used 
onedimensional (1D) Gaussian macroparticles with 
their centers subject to an ordered Gaussian distribu- 
tion, and let them move with the design angular fre- 
quency in the bend to simulate a rigid-line bunch. The 
longitudinal wakefields as a sum of fields generated by 
the macroparticles were then computed using the 1D 
version of Eq. (6), the results of which are shown in 
Fig. 2. Good agreement between numerical and ana- 
lytical result is achieved when the macroparticles are 
well overlapped to ensure the continuity of the whole 
bunch distribution. The general self-consistent 2D 
simulation for any given lattice is currently in progress, 
with the goal of providing prediction of CSR effect on 
beam emittance for the CSR experiment planned for 
Jefferson Lab IRFEL during early 1998 [5]. 
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